
HURLEY 1XI v Pinkneys Green – 6th Sept 2014 

 

HURLEY 
S Kayani c Asif b Dhillon 3 

P Ridgeway lbw Dhillon 2 

N Akhtar lbw Tariq 14 

V Bhagwani c Butt b Asif 16 

Y Ali  b Asif 24 

V Sharma b Asif 33 

I Arshad c Curlewis b Snapes 0 

M Cole c Curlewis b Asif 0 

J Langlands Not Out 9  

J Cole Run Out 0 

Steve Taylor Absent  

 Extras 18 

12.30-3.42 Total 119ao 

 

H Ahmed 7-0-20-0 N Asif  9-1-34-4 

J Dhillon 9.4-6-9-2 B Snapes 4-1-23-1 

I Tariq  7-0-27-1 

 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
S Curlewis lbw Akhtar 32 

B Mehmood lbw Cole 1 

J Dhillon lbw Bhagwani 30 

M Ilyas Not Out 2 

T Butt Not Out 47 

 

 Extras 12 

4.15-7.10 Total 124-3 

 

M Cole  3.4-2-19-1 I Arshad 1-0-12-0 

J Langlands 4-0-22-0 V Bhagwani 4.3-0-37-1 

N Akhtar 6.2-2-24-1   

 

Hurley finished their Chilterns League campaign with a wimper and wreckage of toys thrown 

from prams, bowled out for a disappointing 119 inside 37 overs having been asked to bat by 

visiting Pinkneys Green who took the field with just 7 men. Numbers soon arrived as Hurley 

made a steady start aided by a wild opening over from Ahmed (0-20) who conceded 10 

runs from his opening over. The cricket then subsided into a more sedate but predictable 

narrative as Kayani lofted to point with the score on 17 and Ridgeway fell to the fickle finger 

of umpire Mansell lbw. Both wickets fell to Jags Dhillon (2-9) as his first 5 overs conceded just 

one run. Skipper Naeem Akhtar (14) and Vikram Bhagwani (16) added 21 before the lbw 

digit was in action again, this time the dangerous Akhtar the victim. Yasir Ali (24) showed 

immense strength and timing to loft some exquisite boundaries before he was unlucky to 

drag a wide Asif (4-34) delivery on to his stumps to leave Hurley tottering on 75-4. Steve Taylor 

was called away to deliver some keys but was confident of returning to bat low down in the 

order, but didn’t figure into his calculations Hurley’s ability to implode. Three further wickets 

fell in as many overs as the home side declined to 83-7. Varun Sharma (33) and Jonothan 

Langlands (9not) attempted to stem the rot with an 8th wicket stand of 35 and 12 year old 

Josh Cole was sent in to eek out the overs. Despite some lovely drives, the diminutive batter 

was not equipped for the sharp single called by Langlands and was short in more ways than 

one. Taylor was still absent, though arrived 5 minutes into tea so Hurley closed on a paltry 119.   

 



An early wicket to Mike Cole (1-19) buoyed the most optimistic of Hurley sympathisers, but 

this illusive bubble was burst as Steve Curlewis (32) and Jags Dhillon (30) jollied along at over 

5 an over to rattle up a second wicket stand of 64. These two fell in rapid succession to 

another raft of lbw decisions as a weird diffused light shone on Hurley’s defence with the 

visitors on 75-3. However, Tanveer Butt (47) must have has a taxi to catch as he blasted his 47 

in just 20 balls to propel Pinkneys to maximum points inside 20 overs.  

 

Hurleys league season finished before 5pm, plenty of time to set up for a highly successful 

race night and curry extravaganza. While some things change at Hurley, others remain the 

same and it was comforting to note Mike Cole at the front of the queue for double helpings 

of lamb and chicken curry, with extra nan.   


